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Abstract
We present a parallel implementation of Coalgebraic Logic Programming (CoALP) in the programming
language Go. CoALP was initially introduced to reflect coalgebraic semantics of logic programming, with
coalgebraic derivation algorithm featuring both corecursion and parallelism. Here, we discuss how the
coalgebraic semantics influenced our parallel implementation of logic programming.
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1 Introduction
In the standard formulations of Logic Programming (LP), such as in Lloyd’s
book [19], a first-order logic program P consists of a finite set of clauses of the
form A ← A1, . . . , An, where A and the Ai’s are atomic first-order formulae, typ-
ically containing free variables, and where A1, . . . , An is understood to mean the
conjunction of the Ai’s: note that n may be 0.
SLD-resolution, which is a central algorithm for LP, takes a goal G, typically
written as ← B1, . . . , Bn, where the list of Bi’s is again understood to mean a
conjunction of atomic formulae, typically containing free variables, and constructs
a proof for an instantiation of G from substitution instances of the clauses in P [19].
The algorithm uses Horn-clause logic, with variable substitution determined by most
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general unifiers to make a selected atom in G agree with the head of a clause in P ,
then proceeding inductively.
Although the operational semantics of LP was initially given by the SLD-
resolution algorithm, it was later reformulated in SOS style in [1, 3, 5, 6, 8], and
in terms of algebraic (fibrational) semantics in [1, 5, 13,17]. Logic programs resem-
ble, and indeed induce, transition systems or rewrite systems, hence coalgebras.
That fact has been used to study their operational semantics, e.g., in [3,6]. Finally,
the coalgebraic (fibrational) semantics of LP was introduced in [4,14–17]. The main
constructions and results of [14–17] will be explained in Sections 3.1 and 4.1.
When studying the coalgebraic (structural operational) semantics of LP [14–17],
we noticed that some constructs of it suggest properties alien to the standard algo-
rithm of SLD-resolution [19]; namely, parallelism and corecursion. This paper will
only focus on parallelism, but see [17] for a careful discussion of the relation be-
tween the two issues. In particular, [14] first noticed the relation of the coalgebraic
semantics to parallel LP in the variable-free case [9], as Section 3.1 explains. How-
ever, extending those results to the first-order case with the fibrational coalgebraic
semantics [16, 17] again exposed novel constructions, this time alien to the exist-
ing models of LP parallelism [10]. The “fibers” present in it suggested restriction
of the unification algorithm standardly incorporated in SLD- and and-or-parallel
derivations [9] to term-matching; see Section 4.1. This inspired us to introduce a
new (parallel and corecursive) derivation algorithm of CoAlgebraic LP (CoALP)
(see Section 5.1). The algorithm was shown sound and complete relative to the
coalgebraic semantics [15,17].
The original contribution of this paper is parallel implementation of CoALP
in the language Go [21]. Go is a strongly typed and compiled programming lan-
guage. It provides an easy built-in way to use high level constructs to implement
parallelism in the form of goroutines and channels to communicate between them;
this model for providing high-level linguistic support for concurrency comes from
Hoare’s Communicating Sequential Processes [11]. Go has an easy to set up and
use tool-chain and allows for rapid prototyping with its fast compile times, array
bounds checking and automatic memory management. In addition, it allows low
level programming and produces fast binaries.
Here, we present a careful study of the influence of the constructs arising in the
coalgebraic fibrational semantics [15–17] on
(a) CoALP’s parallel derivation algorithms;
(b) the Go implementation of CoALP.
Thus, apart from achieving the goal of introducing CoALP’s implementation, this
paper will serve as an exercise in applying coalgebra in programming languages.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is a background section,
and it introduces various existing (sequential and parallel) derivation algorithms
for LP. The rest of the sections follow a common pattern: each splits into four
subsections, such that the first subsection studies some constructions arising in the
coalgebraic semantics [16,17], the second subsection shows how those constructions
transform into a parallel algorithm in CoALP; the third subsection explains their
implementation in Go; and the last “case study” subsection tests the efficiency of
their parallel implementation. Note the emphasis on describing the “constructive”
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fragments of the semantics, that is, fragments that give rise to concrete algorithms
and computations. In this way, Section 3 considers propositional (variable-free)
version of CoALP and related Datalog language. Section 4 focuses on CoALP’s
fibrational semantics and its impact on parallelism. Section 5 discusses semantics
and parallelisation of full first-order fragment of CoALP. To reinforce the trend
of tracing the constructive influence of the coalgebraic semantics on implementa-
tion of CoALP, we recover, where possible, a constructive reformulations of com-
pleteness results of [15, 17]; and mark them as “Constructive Completeness” theo-
rems/lemmas. Where a constructive version is impossible, we discuss the reasons.
Finally, in Section 6, we conclude the paper.
The Go implementation of CoALP, as well as all the examples and benchmarks
presented throughout the paper can be downloaded from [18].
2 Background: Logic Programs and SLD-derivations
We first recall some basic definitions from [19], and then proceed with discussion of
parallel SLD-derivations.
A signature Σ consists of a set of function symbols f, g, . . . each equipped with
a fixed arity. The arity of a function symbol is a natural number indicating the
number of its arguments. Nullary (0-ary) function symbols are allowed: these are
called constants. Given a countably infinite set V ar of variables, the set Ter(Σ)
of terms over Σ is defined inductively: x ∈ Ter(Σ) for every x ∈ V ar; and, if f
is an n-ary function symbol (n ≥ 0) and t1, . . . , tn ∈ Ter(Σ), then f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈
Ter(Σ). Variables will be denoted x, y, z, sometimes with indices x1, x2, x3, . . ..
A substitution is a map θ : Ter(Σ) → Ter(Σ) which satisfies θ(f(t1, . . . , tn)) ≡
f(θ(t1), . . . , θ(tn)) for every n-ary function symbol f .
We define an alphabet to consist of a signature Σ, the set V ar, and a set of
predicate symbols P,P1, P2, . . . each assigned an arity. Let P be a predicate symbol
of arity n and t1, . . . , tn be terms. Then P (t1, . . . , tn) is a formula (also called
an atomic formula or an atom). The first-order language L given by an alphabet
consists of the set of all formulae constructed from the symbols of the alphabet.
Given a substitution θ and an atom A, we write Aθ for the atom given by
applying the substitution θ to the variables appearing in A. Moreover, given a
substitution θ and a list of atoms (A1, . . . , Ak), we write (A1, . . . , Ak)θ for the
simultaneous substitution of θ in each Am.
Given a first-order language L, a logic program consists of a finite set of clauses
of the form A ← A1, . . . , An, where A,A1, . . . , An (n ≥ 0) are atoms. The atom A
is called the head of a clause, and A1, . . . , An is called its body. Clauses with empty
bodies are called unit clauses. We call a term, a formula, or a clause ground, if it
does not contain variables.
Example 2.1 [BinaryTree] The definition btree describes a set of binary trees
whose nodes are bits.
1. bit(0).
2. bit(1).
3. btree(empty).
3
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4. btree(tree(L,X,R)) :- btree(L), bit(X), btree(R).
A goal is given by ← B1, . . . Bn, where B1, . . . Bn (n ≥ 0) are atoms.
Let S be a finite set of atoms. A substitution θ is called a unifier for S if, for
any pair of atoms A1 and A2 in S, applying the substitution θ yields A1θ = A2θ.
A unifier θ for S is called a most general unifier (mgu) for S if, for each unifier σ
of S, there exists a substitution γ such that σ = θγ. If θ is an mgu for A1 and A2,
moreover, A1θ = A2, then θ is a term-matcher.
Definition 2.2 Let a goal G be ← A1, . . . , Am, . . . , Ak and a clause C be A ←
B1, . . . , Bq. Then G
′ is derived from G and C using mgu θ if the following conditions
hold:
• θ is an mgu of the selected atom Am in G and A;
• G′ is the goal ← (A1, . . . , Am−1, B1, . . . , Bq, Am+1, . . . , Ak)θ.
A clause C∗i is a variant of the clause Ci if C
∗
i = Ciθ, with θ being a variable
renaming substitution such that variables in C∗i do not appear in the derivation
up to Gi−1. This process of renaming variables is called standardising the variables
apart ; we assume it throughout the paper without explicit mention.
Definition 2.3 An SLD-derivation of P ∪{G} consists of a sequence of goals G =
G0, G1, . . . called resolvents, a sequence C1, C2, . . . of variants of program clauses of
P , and a sequence θ1, θ2, . . . of mgus such that each Gi+1 is derived from Gi and
Ci+1 using θi+1. An SLD-refutation of P ∪{G} is a finite SLD-derivation of P ∪{G}
that has the empty clause ✷ as its last goal. If Gn = ✷, we say that the refutation
has length n. The composition θ1, θ2, . . . is called computed answer.
Depending on the algorithm behind the choice of the “selected atom”, and be-
hind the choice of the program clause for a resolvent, the proof-search strategy
may differ. The most common strategy selects the left-most goal and top-most
clause [19]. But the strategy may be changed to a random choice, cf. [17]. Also,
there is an obvious choice between the breadth-first and depth-first search, if we
view all the SLD-choices as a tree.
Example 2.4 An SLD-derivation for the goal btree(X), with left-most atom, top-
most clause and depth-first search is shown in the left side of Figure 1. Different
strategies for that goal are represented in the right side of Figure 1.
If we pursue all possible selected atoms simultaneously instead of selecting one
atom at a time, we will have an and-parallel implementation of the SLD-resolution.
If we first pursue all possible clauses that unify with the given selected atom, we
will have an or-parallel implementation. Pursuing both simultaneously gives and-or
parallelism, see Figure 3 and [9, 10,20].
Example 2.5 [BinaryTree] The query ?- bit(X) can be solved simulta-
neously with bit(0) and bit(1) using or-parallelism. For the query
?- btree(tree(L,X,R)), an and-parallel algorithm can search for derivations for
btree(L), bit(X) and btree(R) simultaneously.
4
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btree(X)
θ1
btree(L), bit(Y), btree(R)
θ2
bit(Y), btree(R)
θ3
btree(R)
θ4
✷
btree(X)
θ′
1
=X/empty
✷
θ1
btree(L),bit(Y),btree(R)
θ2
bit(Y),btree(R)
θ′
2
=L/tree(L1,Y1,R1)
btree(L1),bit(Y1),btree(R1),bit(Y),btree(R)
θ3
btree(R)
θ4
✷ ...
θ′
3
=Y/1
btree(R)
θ4
✷ ...
θ′′
3
=L1/empty
bit(Y1),btree(R1),bit(Y),btree(R) ...
...
...
Fig. 1. Left. An SLD-derivation (also a refutation) for BinaryTree with goal btree(X). The computed
answer is given by the composition of θ1 = X/tree(L,Y,R), θ2 = L/empty, θ3 = Y/0, θ4 = R/empty. Right.
Different choices for SLD-derivations for the goal btree(X) selecting the left-most atom in a goal using a
depth-first search strategy.
3 Parallel Derivations in Ground LP and Datalog
We first discuss parallel derivation strategies in the ground case. Consider the
ground re-formulation of the program BinaryTree.
Example 3.1 [BinaryTree - Ground Case] This ground logic program (let us call
it BTG) defines a subset of the set of binary trees presented in Example 2.1.
1. bit(0).
2. bit(1).
3. btree(empty).
4. btree(tree(empty,0,empty)) :- btree(empty), bit(0), btree(empty).
5. btree(tree(empty,1,empty)) :- btree(empty), bit(1), btree(empty).
3.1 Coalgebraic Semantics for Derivations in LP
Given a set At of propositions (atoms), [17] shows that there is a bijection between
the set of variable-free logic programs over At and the set of PfPf -coalgebra struc-
tures on At, i.e., functions p : At −→ PfPf (At), where Pf is the finite powerset
functor: each atom of a logic program P is the head of finitely many clauses, and
the body of each of those clauses contains finitely many atoms.
The endofunctor PfPf necessarily has a cofree comonad C(PfPf ) on it. It
has been noticed in [14], that, if a logic program can be modelled by a PfPf -
coalgebra, then the SLD-derivations may be modelled by a comonad C(PfPf ) on
this coalgebra. The main result of [14] established that, if C(PfPf ) is the cofree
comonad on PfPf , then, given a ground (variable-free) logic program P , the induced
C(PfPf )-coalgebra structure characterises the parallel and-or derivation trees (cf.
[9]) of P . Here, we remind this construction, with a view of translating it first into
a derivation algorithm, and then into implementation in Go.
Example 3.2 Consider the logic program BTG from Example 3.1.
The program has five atoms, namely bit(0), bit(1), btree(empty),
btree(tree(empty,0,empty)) and btree(tree(empty,1,empty)). So
AtBTG = {bit(0), bit(1), btree(empty), btree(tree(empty,0,empty)),
btree(tree(empty,1,empty))}. And the program can be identified with
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btree(tree(empty,0,empty))
btree(empty)
✷
bit(0)
✷
btree(empty)
✷
Fig. 2. Graphical presentation of the action of p : At −→ C(PfPf )(At) on btree(tree(empty,0,empty);
this tree is also the and-or parallel derivation tree for btree(tree(empty,0,empty).
the PfPf -coalgebra structure on AtBTG given by p(bit(0)) = {{}},
p(bit(1)) = {{}}, p(btree(empty)) = {{}} — where {} is the empty
set, and {{}}, is the one element set consisting of the empty set —
p(btree(tree(empty,0,empty)) = {{btree(empty), bit(0), btree(empty)}},
p(btree(tree(empty,1,empty)) = {{btree(empty), bit(1), btree(empty)}}.
Let C(PfPf ) denote the cofree comonad on PfPf . For any set At, C(PfPf )(At)
is the limit of a diagram of the form
. . . −→ At× PfPf (At× PfPf (At)) −→ At× PfPf (At) −→ At.
Given p : At −→ PfPf (At), put At0 = At and Atn+1 = At × PfPf (Atn), and
consider the cone defined inductively as follows:
p0= id : At −→ At (= At0)
pn+1= 〈id, PfPf (pn) ◦ p〉 : At −→ At× PfPf (Atn) (= Atn+1)
The limiting property determines the coalgebra p : At −→ C(PfPf )(At).
Example 3.3 Continuing the previous example,
p¯(btree(tree(empty,0,empty))) = p2(btree(tree(empty,0,empty))) =
〈btree(tree(empty,0,empty)) × {{〈btree(empty) × {{}}〉, 〈bit(0) ×
{{}}〉, 〈btree(empty) × {{}}〉}}〉. This construction could be graphically repre-
sented as a tree, see Figure 2. If we think that every node of that tree is computed
simultaneously and independently of the others, we may also say that Figure 2 shows
the and-or parallel SLD-refutation for the goal btree(tree(empty,0,empty)).
In Figure 2, the nodes alternate between those labelled by atoms and those
labelled by bullets (•). Bullets correspond to the number of sets contained in the
outer set. In Example 3.3, the big outer set contains one set with three elements,
hence the tree root in Figure 2 has one •-node child, followed by further three
children nodes. We use the traditional notation ✷ to denote {}.
3.2 From Semantics to Derivation Algorithm
The following definition, first formulated in [14], is CoALP’s interpretation of and-or
parallel derivations arising in Logic Programming, cf. [10].
Definition 3.4 Let P be a ground logic program and let G =← A be an atomic
goal (possibly with variables). The and-or parallel derivation tree for A is the
(possibly infinite) tree T satisfying the following properties.
• A is the root of T .
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btree(tree(X))
btree(empty)
✷
btree(empty)
✷
bit(0)
✷
btree(empty)
✷
btree(empty)
✷
bit(1)
✷
btree(empty)
✷
Fig. 3. The and-or parallel derivation tree for btree(X) for the BTG program.
• Each node in T is either an and-node (an atom) or an or-node (given by •).
• For every node A′ occurring in T , if A′ is unifiable with exactly m > 0 distinct
clauses C1, . . . , Cm in P (a clause Ci has the form Bi ← B
i
1, . . . , B
i
ni , for some
ni) via mgu’s θ1, . . . , θm, then A
′ has exactly m children given by or-nodes, such
that, for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, if Ci = B
i ← Bi1, . . . , B
i
n, then the ith or-node has
n children given by and-nodes Bi1θi, . . . , B
i
nθi.
Example 3.5 An and-or tree corresponding to the BTG program with btree(X)
as goal is shown in Figure 3.
The following “Constructive Completeness” result is a re-formulation of the
more general soundness and completeness results of [14,17]. The below formulation
serves our ultimate goal of tracing the inheritance of constructions from coalgebraic
semantics to logic algorithm and data structures used in implementation.
Theorem 3.6 (Constructive Completeness) Let P be a ground logic program,
and G be a ground atomic goal. Given the construction of p(G), there exists (can
be constructed) an and-or tree TG for G, such that:
• (Tree depth 0.) The root of TG is given by p0(G) = G.
• (Tree depth n, for odd n.) Every node A appearing at the tree depth n− 1 has m
•-child-nodes at the tree depth n, corresponding to the number of sets contained
in the set p(A).
• (Tree depth n, for even n > 0.) Every ith •-node at the depth n− 1 with a parent
node A at the level n−2 has children at the depth n, given by the distinct elements
of the ith set contained in the set p(A).
Moreover, TG has finite depth 2n (for some n ∈ N) iff p¯(G) = pn(G). The TG is
infinite iff p¯(G) is given by the element of the limit limω(pn)(At) of an infinite chain
given by the construction of C(PfPf ) above.
3.3 From Derivation Algorithm to Implementation
The above definition of the and-or-tree can give rise to an interpreter. CoALP’s
implementation in Go starts with the construction of template trees called clause-
trees – they are generated from the input program and are the building blocks that
will be used for the construction of and-or parallel derivation trees.
Definition 3.7 Let P be a ground logic program and let C = A← B1, . . . , Bn be
a clause in P . The clause-tree for C is the tree T satisfying the following properties:
• A is the root of T .
• Each node in T is either an and-node (an atom) or an or-node (given by •).
7
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btree(tree(empty, 0, empty))
btree(empty) bit(0) btree(empty)
btree(empty)
✷
bit(0)
✷
btree(tree(empty, 1, empty))
btree(empty) bit(1) btree(empty)
bit(1)
✷
Fig. 4. Clause-trees for the BTG program with dashed lines denoting references between trees.
• A’s child is given by an or-node. This or-node has n children given by and-nodes
B1, . . . , Bn.
• For every clause C ′ occurring in P and for every and-node Bi, if Bi is unifiable
with the head of C ′, then the node Bi contains a reference to the root of the
clause-tree of C ′.
Note that the first three items in the definition of the clause-tree mimic very
closely the action of PfPf -coalgebra p on elements of At. Whereas the last item of
the above definition paves the way for implementation of the p¯ construction. The
next example makes the connection clear.
Example 3.8 The clause-tree structures with open list references for the BTG pro-
gram are shown in Figure 4. Compare with Examples 3.2 and 3.3.
CoALP’s implementation parses and transforms each program clause into a
clause-tree when the program is loaded. We use two kinds of structures to en-
code clause-trees: and-nodes and or-nodes. The or-node structure consists of a list
of pointers to and-nodes. The and-node structure consists of a clause head, together
with a list of or-nodes, and a list to track references to clause-tree root nodes called
open list. Open lists play an important role in our implementation: they are used
in a lazy fashion to add new or-nodes to the or-node list in the future. Or-nodes
and and-nodes are linked by pointers and are allocated dynamically, see Figure 4.
The construction of clause-trees from a given program consists of two steps.
In the first one, the clauses of the program are transformed into clause-trees with
an empty list of references in the and-nodes. After the transformation pass, each
and-node corresponding to a clause body atom is visited again and its open list is
populated with references to the unifiable clause-tree root nodes. This is a one time
process at the initialisation and does not need to be done again for different queries.
Construction 3.1 (Derivations by Clause trees) Given a program P and a
goal atom G =← A, a clause-tree derivation proceeds to construct the tree T , as
follows:
(i) A root A for T is created as an and-node containing the goal atom.
(ii) The open list of the root A is constructed by adding references to all clause-trees
that have the same root atom.
(iii) For each reference in an open list O of a node A′ (where the corresponding
atom equals the referenced root node’s atom), a copy of the or-node below the
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referenced node and all its children in the clause-tree are added as a child to
A′. The reference is then deleted from O.
(iv) This process continues until all references in all the open lists in the tree T
have been processed.
Example 3.9 Given the query btree(tree(empty,0,empty)) in the BTG pro-
gram, we construct the and-or parallel tree as follows. We start with a tree only
consisting of the goal atom as root and-node. The reference to the clause-tree with
root btree(tree(empty,0,empty)) is added to this and-node open list as the re-
spective atoms of the nodes are equal. Then, we start processing all nodes that have
references to other clause-tree roots. We check whether the clause-tree root node
that is referenced equals the currently processed nodes atom. If the equality has
been verified, we can substitute the node in our tree with a copy of the referenced
clause-tree. In this case after the initial root node is expanded this process is done
for the two leave nodes btree(empty) and bit(0). We continue this match and
copy process until no nodes with references that match are left in our constructed
tree. For our query btree(tree(empty,0,empty)), the resulting tree will look like
the and-or parallel tree depicted in Figure 2, compare also with Example 3.3.
Lemma 3.10 Let P be a ground logic program and G be a ground atomic goal.
Then, the and-or parallel derivation tree for G is given by Construction 3.1.
Constructive Completeness of Theorem 3.6 and the lemma above show the full
chain starting from coalgebra and ending with implementation. It now remains to
show that the resulting parallel language is indeed efficient.
Construction 3.1 permits parallelisation since no variable synchronization is re-
quired, and the order in which nodes of the tree are expanded is not relevant.
Different expansion strategies ranging from sequential-depth and breadth-first up
to fully parallel can be considered. This process in principle scales to the number
of references to other clause-trees that the given tree has.
During the construction of the parallel and-or tree, it has to be checked whether
it contains a subset of branches that constitute a proof for the query that is the
root node of the tree. This work can be integrated into the expansion process and
large parts can be done in parallel here as well.
Note that implementing the above restricted (ground) logic programs can have
practical value of its own. Logic programs containing variables but no function
symbols of arity n > 0 can all be soundly translated into finitely-presented ground
logic programs. The most famous example of such a language is Datalog [12, 22].
The advantages of Datalog are easier implementations and a greater capacity for
parallelisation. From the point of view of model theory, Datalog programs always
have finite models.
Figure 5 shows the speedup that can be gained by constructing and-or parallel
trees for Datalog programs in our system. The Datalog programs are randomly
generated and can be examined in [18]. As can be seen in Figure 5, the speedup is
significant and scales with the number of threads.
Komendantskaya, Schmidt, Heras
1 2 3 4 5 6
1
2
3
4
threads
sp
ee
d
u
p
datalog 1
datalog 2
datalog 3
datalog 4
datalog 5
datalog 6
Fig. 5. Speedup of Datalog programs, relative to the base case with 1 thread, with different number of
threads expanding the derivation tree.
3.4 DataLog Case Study: BTG
Generally, given a query btree(X) and a ground variant of the BinaryTree
program, we take the matching ground instances of X to construct its
subtrees (cf. Figure 3). In the BTG fragment shown in Example 3.1,
these are btree(tree(empty,0,empty)), btree(tree(empty,1,empty)) and
btree(empty); but in some tests we describe here, there will be hundreds and
even thousands of such instances. For each of these instances, parallel and-or trees
can be constructed independently and in parallel. Our implementation provides
several options to configure:
• Number of threads. This parameter indicates the number of threads that will be
used in the general processing of the and-or parallel trees.
• Parallel Expansion. This option indicates that the expansion process will be run
in parallel.
• Number of expansion threads. This is the number of total additional threads that
will be used to help expand the and-or trees in parallel.
In order to test our parallel implementation and emulate the real-life database
growth in Datalog, we have increased the number of clauses of the BTG program in
two different ways. In Experiment 1, we use an algorithm (call it BTA) to generate
hundreds of ground instances of clauses in BinaryTree, but making sure that the
generated clauses describe balanced trees, i.e. having all the branches of the same
depth. In the second experiment, we do not impose this restriction, and use an
algorithm (call it UTA) that generates ground programs describing hundreds of
(balanced and unbalanced) binary trees; we refer to the second kind of data as
“unbalanced trees”. The algorithms BTA and UTA are given in Appendix A.
There are various parameters to measure the success of a parallel language; we
focus on three aspects, as follows.
1. Program speedup with the increase of parallel threads; or, in other
words, given a program, would its parallel execution bring significant speedup?
Figure 6 shows the speedup when increasing the number of threads and expansion
threads, for ten BTG Datalog programs, of different sizes and nature. It also shows
that the and-or derivation trees are generated faster when the parallel expansion op-
10
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1t 2t 3t 4t 5t 6t
6t
+
1e
6t
+
2e
6t
+
3e
6t
+
4e
6t
+
5e
6t
+
6e
1
2
3
4
threads (t) and expand threads (e)
sp
ee
d
u
p
BTGB(200)
BTGB(400)
BTGB(600)
BTGB(800)
BTGB(1000)
1t 2t 3t 4t 5t 6t
6t
+
1e
6t
+
2e
6t
+
3e
6t
+
4e
6t
+
5e
6t
+
6e
1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
threads (t) and expand threads (e)
sp
ee
d
u
p
BTGU (500)
BTGU (1000)
BTGU (1500)
BTGU (2000)
BTGU (2500)
Fig. 6. Speedup for ten different Datalog versions of the BTG program, with different parameters. Left.
Speedup of programs generated with the BTA algorithm. Right. Speedup of programs generated with the
UTA algorithm. The values X of BTGB(X) and BTGU (X) indicate the number of clauses in the Datalog
program.
tion is activated. If the parallel expansion option is not used, increasing the number
of threads does not significantly speed up the execution time (maximum speedup
of 1.21); on the contrary, using the parallel expansion option and increasing the
number of expansion threads considerably speeds up the execution time (maximum
speedup of 4.13).
2. The gap between the best case and worst case of parallelisation: or
would any program be suitable for parallelisation?
The BTA algorithm defines 22
n−1 binary trees for a given depth n. Each of
these trees will produce 2n+1 − 1 leaf nodes in the corresponding parallel and-or
derivation tree, where n is the depth of the tree. The UTA algorithm generates
3 · 62·n−3 − 3 · 62·n−5 trees of depth n. E.g., for depth 3, UTA generates 630 binary
trees, and BTA just 128. This means that the programs created with the UTA
algorithm contain smaller trees (regarding number of nodes), and this impacts the
speedup, as it is shown in the right diagram of Figure 6.
We notice several differences between the results obtained for programs gener-
ated with BTA and UTA algorithms. First of all, the number of clauses of the
programs is bigger in the UTA cases and the number of leaves is similar in both
BTA and UTA cases (cf. Figure 7); however, the runtime are considerable smaller
for the UTA programs. This is due to the fact that the binary trees described by
unbalanced Datalog programs are smaller (there are fewer leaves but more trees),
hence, their parallel and-or trees are smaller and the derivation of the trees is faster.
Another difference is the impact of increasing the number of threads (or expand
threads): for UTA programs, the maximum speedup is 1.78, which is not as good
as for the BTA programs. The reason is again the size of the and-or trees. As
the unbalanced trees are smaller, their creation is a small computational task and,
therefore, the sequential overhead incurred by starting, syncing and distributing
work among threads cannot be offset by working in parallel.
Apart from the size, there is another reason which prevents the speedup when
increasing the number of expand threads for the UTA programs. In principle,
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Fig. 7. Effect of parallelism on growing Datalog programs. Left. Time (in seconds) for the first benchmark
(balanced trees). Right. Time (in seconds) for the second benchmark (unbalanced trees).
keeping every expansion thread busy expanding a concrete part of a tree instead of
directing it to work in different parts of the tree results in the best speedup. An
ideal implementation would adapt to the tree shape and size, and would dedicate
new expansion threads only for computations of sufficiently large parts of the tree.
However, in unbalanced trees, it cannot be known in advance if part of a tree is
large enough to offset the setup costs of dedicating a new thread to it, instead of
just executing the work in the current thread. As a result, when a new thread is
dedicated to expand a part of a tree that is not big enough, the expansion process
is slowed down and execution time increases.
3. Effect of data growth or would parallelisation bring benefits when the
database described by the program increases? Suppose one works with dynamically
growing data and does not know in advance whether the database will eventually
resemble a well-parallelisable case like BTA or a badly parallelisable case like UTA.
Would CoALP do any good in the pessimistic scenario? Figure 6 shows that the
speedup improves with the growth of the database: UTA programs of size 500
and 1000 clauses hardly allow any speedup, but with 2500 clauses, the speedup
is nearing 2 times. Figure 7 studies this effect under a different angle: assuming
increase in database and hence the number of and-or tree leaves, would parallel
execution reduce the growth of execution time? – and it does for both BTA and
UTA experiments.
4 Fibrational Semantics for Parallelism
We proceed to extend our coalgebraic approach to the general first-order case. Uni-
fication and SLD-resolution algorithms are P-complete in the general case [7,12]. In
practical terms, P-completeness of an algorithm means that its parallel implemen-
tation would not provide effective speedup. The problem can be illustrated using
the following example.
Example 4.1 The sequential derivation for the goal ?- btree(tree(X,X,R)) fails
due to ill-typing. But, if the proof search proceeds in parallel fashion, it may
find substitutions for X in distinct parallel and-branches of the derivation tree, see
Figure 8. These substitutions will give an unsound result.
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btree(tree(X,X,R))
btree(X)
✷
bit(X)
✷
btree(R)
✷
btree(tree(X,X,R))
btree(X) bit(X) btree(R)
Fig. 8. Left: The naive first-order parallelisation leading to unsound substitutions, if two branches of the
tree are allowed to substitute for X independently and in parallel. Right: the action of p¯ on the goal
btree(tree(X,X,R)); also, a coinductive tree for btree(tree(X,X,R)).
Therefore, implementations of parallel SLD-derivations require keeping special
records of previously made substitutions and, hence, involve additional data struc-
tures and algorithms that coordinate variable substitution in different branches of
parallel derivation trees [10]. This reduces LP capacity for parallelisation.
The practical response to this problem (cf. [10]), has been to distinguish cases
where parallel SLD-derivations can be sound without synchronisation, and achieve
efficient parallelisation there. There are two kinds of and-parallelism: independent
and-parallelism and dependent and-parallelism. The former arises when, given two
or more subgoals, there is no common variable in these goals (cf. Example 2.1).
On the contrary, dependent and-parallelism appears when two or more subgoals
have a common variable and compete in the creation of bindings for such a variable
(cf. Example 4.1). Dependent and-parallelism can produce unsound derivations
due to variable dependencies; hence, and-parallel implementations have to sacrifice
parallelism for soundness and synchronise dependent variables. A different approach
is pursued by CoALP [15,16] below.
4.1 Coalgebraic Semantics for First-order Parallel Derivations
We briefly recall the constructions involved in the coalgebraic semantics for first-
order logic programs. We then translate them into derivation algorithms and im-
plementation, following the same scheme as in the previous section.
Following the standard practice, we model the first-order language underlying a
logic program by a Lawvere theory [1, 3, 5].
Definition 4.2 Given a signature Σ of function symbols, the Lawvere theory LΣ
generated by Σ is the following category: ob(LΣ) is the set of natural numbers.
For each natural number n, let x1, . . . , xn be a specified list of distinct variables.
Define ob(LΣ)(n,m) to be the set of m-tuples (t1, . . . , tm) of terms generated by
the function symbols in Σ and variables x1, . . . , xn. Define composition in LΣ by
substitution.
Example 4.3 Consider BinaryTree. The constants O, 1 and empty are modelled
by maps from 0 to 1 in LΣ, and tree is modelled by a map from 3 to 1. The
term tree(0,0,empty) is therefore modelled by the map from 0 to 1 given by the
composite of the maps modelling tree, 0 and empty.
For each signature Σ, we extend the set At of atoms for a ground logic program
to the functor At : LopΣ → Set that sends a natural number n to the set of all atomic
formulae generated by Σ, variables among a fixed set x1, . . . , xn, and the predicate
symbols appearing in the logic program. A map f : n → m in LΣ is sent to the
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function At(f) : At(m) → At(n) that sends an atomic formula A(x1, . . . , xm) to
A(f1(x1, . . . , xn)/x1, . . . , fm(x1, . . . , xn)/xm), i.e., At(f) is defined by substitution.
Example 4.4 For BinaryTree, At(3) is a poset contain-
ing: bit(0), bit(1), btree(empty), btree(tree(L,X,R)),
btree(L), bit(X), btree(tree(0,0,0)), btree(tree(1,1,1)),
btree(tree(0,empty,0)), . . . , bit(tree(0,0,0)), bit(tree(1,1,1)),
bit(tree(0,empty,0)), . . . , btree(tree(tree(L,X,R)),X,tree(L,X,R)),
btree(tree(tree(X,X,X)),X,tree(X,X,X)), ... . Due to the presence of the
function symbol tree that can be composed recursively, it is an infinite set. Notice
the restriction on the number of distinct variables in the fibre of 3.
Given a logic program P with function symbols in Σ, [16, 17] model P
by the Lax(LopΣ , Poset)-coalgebra, whose n-component takes an atomic formula
A(x1, . . . , xn) with at most n variables, considers all substitutions of clauses in P
whose head agrees with A(x1, . . . , xn), and gives the set of sets of atomic formulae in
antecedents. We say a head H (from a clause H ← body) agrees with A(x1, . . . , xn)
if the following conditions hold:
(i) Hθ = A(x1, ..., xn)
(ii) applying θ to body yields formulae all of whose variables must be among
x1, . . . , xn.
The conditions (i, ii) above deserve careful discussion, as they have implications
on implementation of CoALP. They are necessary and sufficient conditions to in-
sure that the fibrational discipline is obeyed in the coalgebraic model. Note that
condition (i) resembles very much the definition of term-matching (cf. Section 2).
The asymmetric application of the substitution θ is not the only feature that dis-
tinguishes the above items from most general unifiers (mgus): item (i) does not
require θ to be “most general”, which also distinguishes (i) from term-matching.
Item (ii) insures no new variables have been introduced within one fibre.
Example 4.5 Continuing Example 4.4 for the program BinaryTree,
for At(0), the Lax(LopΣ , Poset)-coalgebra will essentially give account
to the version of BTG program in which all possible ground in-
stances of BinaryTree are present in the form of clauses: e.g, for
btree(tree(empty,0,empty)) ∈ At(0), p(0)(btree(tree(empty,0,empty))) =
{{btree(empty), bit(0), btree(empty)}}. For
btree(tree(tree(empty,0,empty),0,tree(empty,0,empty))) ∈ At(0),
p(0)(btree(tree(tree(empty,0,empty),0,tree(empty,0,empty)))) =
{{btree(tree(empty,0,empty)), bit(0), btree(tree(empty,0,empty))}}.
But note that the empty set will correspond to e.g. p(1)(bit(X)), as no clause
in BinaryTree agrees with it; cf. Item (i).
The next example shows the effect of items (i)− (ii) on the derivations.
Example 4.6 Consider the following program (we call it TQ):
1. T(X,c) :- Q(X).
2. Q(X) :- P(X).
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T(X,c)
Q(X)
P(X)
P(b)
P(b)
..
.
✷
T(X,c)
Q(X)
P(X)
T(a,c)
Q(a)
P(a) ✷
T(b,c)
Q(b)
P(b)
P(X)
T(b,c)
Q(b)
P(b)
P(a) P(b)
P(a) P(b)
...
P(c)
P(c)
Fig. 9. Far Left. The SLD-tree for TQ and the goal T(X,c). Centre. The coinductive trees for TQ and
the goals T(X,c), T(a,c), T(b,c). For T(X,c) and T(a,c) the coinductive trees correspond to the action of
p¯(1)(T (X, c)) and p¯(0)(T (a, c)). Far Right. Action of p¯(0)(T(b,c)).
3. Q(a).
4. P(b) :- P(X).
For Q(a) ∈ At(0), p(0)(Q(a)) = {{P (a)}, {}}, the last set {} models the third
clause. However, for Q(X) ∈ At(1), the corresponding set will be p(1)(Q(X)) =
{{P (X)}}. Item (ii) plays a role with clauses introducing a new variable in the
body, like clause 4. For fiber of 0, p(0)(P (b)) = {{P (a)}, {P (b)}, {P (c)}}, note that
both the fact that θ is not required to be an mgu, and the item (ii) play a role here.
See also Figure 9, the right-hand side.
Similarly to the ground case, this can be extended to model derivations. A lax
natural transformation p¯ : At −→ C(PcPf )At, when evaluated at n, is the function
from the set At(n) to the set of all possible derivations in a fibre n. Note the Pc –
a countable powerset functor – is introduced to model countable signature, as will
be further explained below. The role of laxness is explained in detail in [16,17] and
critiqued in [4], so we will not focus on this issue here. Instead, we will concentrate
on the role of the fibrational semantics in the design of parallel derivation algorithm.
Example 4.7 Consider BinaryTree as in Example 2.1. Suppose we start with
an atomic formula btree(tree(X,X,R)) ∈ At(2). Then p¯(btree(tree(X,X,R)))
is the element of C(PcPf )At(2) expressible by the tree on the right hand side of
Figure 8. Note that despite there being an infinite number of binary trees and the
infinite number of instances of clauses of Binary Tree, the countability accounted
for by Pc does not arise for programs of this kind, cf. Items (i− ii).
This tree agrees partially with the and-or parallel derivation tree for
btree(tree(X, X, R)) given on the left of Figure 8. But it has leaves btree(X),
bit(X) and btree(R) (cf. Item (i)), whereas the and-or parallel derivation tree
follows those nodes, using substitutions determined by mgu’s that might not be
consistent with each other, e.g., there is no consistent substitution for X.
Action of p¯(1)(btree(tree(empty,empty,R))) and
p¯(1)(btree(tree(0,0,empty))), are shown in Figure 10. Compare with Ex-
amples 4.4 and 4.5; again, note the effect of Item (i).
Example 4.8 The action of p¯(0)T (b, c) is given in Figure 9. Note the infinite
depth. If there was a constructor in the language, e.g. f, then the branching
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btree(tree(empty,empty,R))
btree(empty)
✷
bit(empty) btree(R)
btree(tree(0,0,empty))
btree(0) bit(0)
✷
btree(empty)
✷
Fig. 10. Action of p¯(1) on btree(tree(empty,empty,R)) and btree(tree(0,0,empty)); also, coinductive
trees for btree(tree(empty,empty,R)) and btree(tree(0,0,empty)).
could be infinite, bringing P(f(a)), P(f(f(a)), . . . , P(f(b)), . . . in the fibre of 0,
alongside the branches with P(a), P(b), and P(c). This is the effect of Item (i) not
requiring θ to be an mgu. Programs of this kind require countability in PcPf .
We define a clause to be regular, if the set of variables appearing in its body
is a proper subset of the variables appearing in its head. We define logic program
to be a regular program, if all of its clauses are regular; otherwise the program is
irregular.
4.2 From Semantics to Derivation Algorithm
The above coalgebraic semantics suggests to restrict unification involved in e.g.
SLD-derivations to term matching. However, for constructive reasons, we do not
follow the above coalgebraic semantics literally this time, and do not lift restriction
of the term-matcher to be the mgu. This permits to avoid infinite cycles when work-
ing with irregular programs, cf. Figure 9. To compensate, we relax the restriction
on body variables (cf. Item (ii)) and allow new variables to be introduced within
the derivations.
Definition 4.9 Let P be a logic program and G =← A be an atomic goal. The
coinductive tree for A is a possibly infinite tree T satisfying the following properties.
• A is the root of T .
• Each node in T is either an and-node (an atom) or an or-node (given by •).
• For every and-node A′ occurring in T , if there exist exactly m > 0 distinct clauses
C1, . . . , Cm in P (a clause Ci has the form Bi ← B
i
1, . . . , B
i
ni , for some ni), such
that A′ = B1θ1 = ... = Bmθm, for mgus θ1, . . . , θm, then A
′ has exactly m children
given by or-nodes, such that, for every i ∈ m, the ith or-node has ni children given
by and-nodes Bi1θi, . . . , B
i
niθi.
Example 4.10 Figures 8–10 (excluding Figure 9) showing the action of p¯ on pro-
gram atoms, would correspond exactly to coinductive trees for these atoms. Note
the difference between the coinductive trees and and-or parallel trees (Figure 8) and
the SLD-derivations for BinaryTree (Figure 1). However, there will be cases when
the coinductive trees and the corresponding action of p¯ differ, cf. Figure 9.
The seemingly small restriction of unification to term-matching changes the way
the proof-search is handled within each coinductive tree. Note that unification in
general is inherently sequential, whereas term matching is parallelisable [7]. Term-
matching permits implicit handling of both parallelism and corecursion:
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• due to term-matching, all existing variables are not instantiated and will remain
the same within one tree, and therefore no explicit variable synchronisation is
needed when (the branches of) trees are expanded in parallel.
• term-matching permits to unfold coinductive trees lazily, keeping each individual
tree at a finite size, provided the program is well-founded [15,17]. Laziness in its
turn plays a role in delaying substitutions in parallel derivations.
Example 4.11 Consider the program TQ from Example 4.6. Figure 9 shows the
SLD-derivations and the coinductive tree for goal T (X, c). The SLD-derivations
produce one derivation that loops forever; and, subject to clause re-ordering or loop-
termination, would also give one answer computed on the second step of derivations.
The coinductive tree for the same goal stops lazily, and neither loops nor gives the
answer. However, after a suitable substitution, the coinductive tree for T(a,c) gives
the sought answer (we will use this technique for coinductive derivations in the next
section). The coinductive trees for the goal atoms T(X,c) and T(a,c) in Figure 9
correspond to the action of p¯ on them. However, the case of T(b,c) is different.
Note the loop stopping lazily in the coinductive tree for T(b,c), which distinguishes
it from infinite SLD-derivations and the construction of p¯(0)(T(b,c)).
In line with Section 3, we would like to establish a constructive completeness
result, showing how to transform our coalgebraic semantics into coinductive trees.
However, this is impossible; Examples 4.6 and 4.11, and Figure 9 show a counter-
example. In fact, in [15,17], completeness theorem for CoALP gives a weak, rather
than a strong (constructive), completeness statement. We can, however, establish
constructive completeness for regular LPs.
Lemma 4.12 (Restricted Constructive Completeness) Let P be a regular
logic program, and G be an atomic goal with exactly s variables. Given the con-
struction of p(s)(G), there exists (can be constructed) a coinductive tree TG for G,
such that:
• (Tree depth 0.) The root of TG is given by p0(s)(G) = G.
• (Tree depth n, for odd n.) Every node A appearing at the tree depth n− 1 has m
•-child-nodes at the tree depth n, corresponding to the number of sets contained
in the set p(s)(A).
• (Tree depth n, for even n > 0.) Every ith •-node at the depth n − 1 with a
parent node A at the depth n−2 has children at the depth n, given by the distinct
elements of the ith set in p(s)(A).
Moreover, TG has finite depth 2n (for some n ∈ N ) iff p¯(G) = pn(s)(G). The TG is
infinite iff p¯(s)(G) is given by the element of the limit limω(pn)(s)(At) of an infinite
chain given by Construction of C(PfPf ).
Proof. The core of this inductive proof is an observation that, if θ is restricted to
the variables of A as it effectively happens for regular programs, and Aθ = B, then
necessarily θ is an mgu. This fact eliminates the difference between Item (i) and
the term-matching for coinductive trees. Further, Item (ii) is redundant for regular
programs. Note that we use PfPf , rather than PcPf here. ✷
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btree(tree(L, X, R))
btree(L) bit(X) btree(R)
btree(empty) bit(0) bit(1)
Fig. 11. Clause-trees for the BinaryTree program with dashed lines denoting open list references.
4.3 From Derivation Algorithm to Implementation
The CoALP implementation of coinductive trees reuses the notion of clause-trees
(cf. Definition 3.7) presented in Subsection 3.3.
Example 4.13 Figure 11 shows the clause-trees for all the clauses of the
BinaryTree program.
Clause-trees of Definition 3.7 remain to be the building blocks of coinductive
trees. However, the generation of coinductive trees from clause-trees is slightly
different to the one presented in Construction 3.1. We assume all programs are
pre-processed this way.
Construction 4.1 (Go-coinductive tree) Given a logic program P and a goal
G =← A, generate a Go-coinductive tree T as follows:
(i) A root A for T is created as an and-node containing the goal atom.
(ii) The open list of the root A is constructed by adding references to all clause-trees
that have a unifiable root atom.
(iii) For each reference in an open list O of a node A′ where the corresponding
atom matches the referenced root node’s atom R, a copy of the or-node below
the referenced node and all its children in the clause-tree are added as child to
A′. All the substitutions that were needed to make R match are also applied to
the newly copied node atoms. The reference is then deleted from O.
(iv) This process continues until all references in all the open lists in the tree T
have been processed.
The first difference to the construction of and-or parallel trees is that instead of
needing equality to the root node of a referenced tree its now only required to be term
matching in order to expand the tree. The second difference is that the newly added
nodes to the tree require application of the substitutions needed for term-matching
of the clause-tree they belong to. Since requiring equality in the Construction 3.1
did not generate substitutions, this step was previously unnecessary.
Example 4.14 Given the query btree(tree(X,X,R)) in the BinaryTree program,
we construct its Go-coinductive tree as follows. We start with a tree that consists of
the goal atom as root and-node and no or-node children. Then, we add references
to all clause-trees with unifiable root node atom — in this case is the clause-tree
for btree(tree(L,X,R)). For this root to match the query, the substitution L/X is
needed. Therefore, we copy the or-node and its and-node children from the clause-
tree for btree(tree(L,X,R)) below our tree root and apply the aforementioned
substitution to the copied clause-tree nodes. Now, we should process all nodes in
this newly created tree that have references to other clause-tree roots, but there are
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Fig. 12. Speedup of the construction of the coinductive tree of ttree(si(0)), relative to the base case with
1 thread, for different values of i and different parameters.
no nodes with references that match. Therefore, the process is finished, and the
resulting tree will look like the one depicted in the right side of Figure 8.
Lemma 4.15 Let P be a logic program and let G be an atomic goal. Then, the
coinductive tree of G is given by Construction 4.1.
We employ an optimisation technique to minimise the work for constructing
Go-coinductive trees. When checking a referenced root node for term-matching, it
is also checked whether it can be unified. If it is not unifiable, then term-matching
is impossible even if substitutions will be applied later when processing the tree.
Therefore, non-unifiable references to clause-tree roots can be immediately removed
from the open lists. This process of filtering open lists and copying or-nodes and
their child nodes during tree expansion can be done in parallel as no variable sub-
stitutions in existing atoms is required. It only needs to be guaranteed that only
one thread changes the properties of one node concurrently. In the same way, no
run-time coordination for tree merging or variable substitution is needed. However,
the parallel expansion option should only be employed on large trees to amortise
the additional overhead of dispatching and managing multiple threads that execute
the mentioned tasks.
4.4 Case Study: Ttree
The construction of coinductive trees for queries in the BinaryTree program is too
fast to notice any benefit from parallelism; instead we introduce a new example.
Example 4.16 [Ttree] This program has three and-parallel branches and thereby
can be used to construct coinductive trees with three branches at each non leaf
or-node.
1. ttree(0).
2. ttree(s(X)) :- ttree(X), ttree(X), ttree(X).
We benchmark our implementation by constructing the tree and thereby proof
for the query ttree(si(0)), where i indicates the number of times that the function
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btree(tree(T,X,T))
btree(T) bit(X) btree(T)
→
→
btree(tree(empty,X,empty))
btree(empty)
✷
bit(X) btree(empty)
✷
→
→
btree(tree(empty,0,empty))
btree(empty)
✷
bit(0)
✷
btree(empty)
✷
Fig. 13. A coinductive derivation for the goal btree(tree(T,X,T)) and the program BinaryTree. Note
that one tree cannot find the correct answer (substitution), but it needs two steps to compute one possible
answer. The first transition is given by θ0 = T/empty, the second by θ1 = X/0.
s is nested (e.g. ttree(s2(0)) is equal to ttree(s(s(0)))). Given the query
ttree(si(0)), the associated coinductive tree will have 3i leaf nodes. Therefore,
we can expect that the construction of coinductive trees will get advantage of a
parallel expansion; this is confirmed in Figure 12.
The construction of coinductive trees clearly speeds up with introduction of par-
allelism. Increasing the number of threads speeds up the execution time whether the
parallel expand option is activated (maximum speedup of 4.52), or not (maximum
speedup of 1.31). Note that generalising from ground logic programs to first-order
logic programs did not reduce the best-case scenario speedup of ≈ 4.5.
5 Derivations by Coinductive Trees
In the previous sections, we have seen how first-order atoms, clauses, as well as
individual derivations can be modeled using category theoretic constructs. We have
taken inspiration from the coalgebraic semantics to introduce the notion of coinduc-
tive trees. However, as can be seen from e.g. Figures 9 and 10, one coinductive tree
may not produce the answer corresponding to a refutation by the SLD-resolution.
Instead, a sequence of coinductive trees may be needed to advance the derivation.
In this section, we introduce the derivations involving coinductive trees, and discuss
their relation to the coalgebraic semantics. The coalgebraic derivation algorithm
follows closely [15,17], but the implementation we present here is new.
5.1 Coinductive Derivations: relating semantics to derivations
We start with composing coinductive trees into derivations.
Definition 5.1 Let G be a goal given by an atom ← A and the coinductive tree T
induced by A, and let C be a clause H ← B1, . . . , Bn. Then goal G
′ is coinductively
derived from G and C using mgu θ if the following conditions hold:
• A′ is an atom in T .
• θ is an mgu of A′ and H.
• G′ is given by the atom ← Aθ and the coinductive tree T ′ determined by Aθ.
Coinductive derivations resemble tree rewriting, an example is shown in Figure
13. They produce the “lazy” corecursive effect: derivations are given by potentially
infinite number of steps, where each individual step (coinductive tree) is executed
in finite time. The ultimate goal of derivations is to find success (sub)trees.
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Definition 5.2 Let P be a logic program, G be an atomic goal, and T be a coin-
ductive tree determined by P and G. A subtree T ′ of T is called a coinductive
subtree of T if it satisfies the following conditions:
• the root of T ′ is the root of T (up to variable renaming);
• if an and-node belongs to T ′, then one of its children belongs to T ′.
• if an or-node belongs to T ′, then all its children belong to T ′.
A finite coinductive (sub)tree is called a success (sub)tree if its leaves are empty
goals (equivalently, they are followed only by ✷ in the usual pictures).
Definition of coinductive derivations and refutations is an adaptation of Defini-
tion 2.3, modulo Definitions 5.1 and 5.2.
Example 5.3 Figure 13 shows an example of a coinductive derivation. The last
coinductive tree is also a success subtree in itself; which means the derivation has
been successful.
Transitions between coinductive trees can be done in a sequential or parallel
manner, as we discuss in the next section. In [17], we have proven the soundness
and completeness of the coalgebraic derivations relative to the coalgebraic seman-
tics of [14, 16]. What would constructive completeness result say here? It would
have to build upon Lemma 4.12 when it comes to modelling individual trees in
the derivations. In addition, we would need to produce a construction (algorithm)
that, for any goal G(x1, . . . xk) and any map θ in L
op
Σ (corresponding to a substitu-
tion) would produce a coinductive derivation starting at G(x1, . . . , xk) and ending
at G(x1, . . . , xk)θ, θ being a computed substitution. However, this result would be
analogous to proving decidability of entailment for the Horn-clause LP, whereas it
is only semi-decidable. This is why, completeness is not generally stated in a con-
structive form for LP and instead involves the nonconstructive existence assertion,
see [19] for standard completeness statements and [17] for CoALP.
5.2 From Derivation Algorithm to Implementation
The construction of coinductive derivations is modelled as a search through the
graph of coinductive trees connected by the derivation operation. To keep track of
which trees have to be processed, the implementation maintains an ordered list of
coinductive trees that is called the work queue. Initially, this list will be filled with
the coinductive tree constructed from the input goal. The top level control-flow-loop
dispatches coinductive trees from the work queue to be processed simultaneously
by multiple worker threads. Worker threads are implemented by goroutines that
are lightweight threads of execution and communicate via Go’s channels for passing
values. Each worker executes the following simplified steps independently on the
received tree:
• checks and reports if the tree contains a success subtree,
• finds nodes with a non-empty open list and compute the set of distinct mgu’s
needed to unify with the referenced clause-tree roots,
• for each mgu found, applies the mgu to a copy of the tree then expands it by the
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process outlined in construction 4.1,
• sends the created trees back to the main control loop to be added back to the
work pool for further processing.
This process can be run with a variable number of worker threads until either
the requested amount of success subtrees are found or the work queue is empty and
all the possible coinductive trees for the query have been processed. This search
process requires to take some decisions about strategies to manage the work queue,
find open nodes, compacting coinductive trees and ordering solutions.
Organisation of the work queue. The work queue is sufficient to keep track
of all trees which have derivation steps that still need to be evaluated. This list of
coinductive trees can be managed either as a first-in-first-out queue or alternatively
as a last-in-first-out stack. This determines the search strategy that is employed
to find success trees in the possible derivation chains: depth-first in the case of
last-in-first-out stack (this is the strategy followed in PROLOG), and breadth-first
in the case of first-in-first-out queue (which is the strategy followed in CoALP).
A depth-first search strategy has the drawback of not finding some possible
success trees if the search forever follows an unrelated infinite derivation chain. By
construction, coinductive derivation trees are always finite; however, this does not
restrict the possibility of an infinite chain of derivations between trees. The breadth-
first search is the strategy currently chosen in CoALP and therefore no traditional
backtracking is employed in contrast to PROLOG. This has the usual drawback of
requiring more memory than a depth-first search. However, it allows CoALP to
easily report solutions sorted by the number of substitutions. If a solution with a
specific amount of substitutions is reported, it can be guaranteed that no solution
with a lesser amount of substitutions will be found later.
Strategies to find open nodes. Open nodes are and-nodes which contain at
least one reference in their open list which points to a root node of a clause-tree
with a unifiable atom. Not only leave nodes in the tree need to be checked but any
node. An example program which can give rise to such a situation can be seen in
Example 4.6 where the node for Q(X) in the tree for the goal T(X, c) contains a non
empty open list with a reference to Q(1). There are different strategies to find open
nodes. If the left- or right-most deepest branch is always searched for open nodes,
this would mimic PROLOG’s depth-first search approach to SLD-resolution. To
obtain solutions not found in the depth-first manner, a breadth-first search approach
to find open nodes is employed. It always chooses the left most node on the lowest
level possible. This will yield a transition to each possible reachable coinductive tree
after a finite number of derivations. This is especially important when dealing with
co-inductive or cyclic data structures. If no open node in the coinductive tree can
be found, the tree will simply be discarded as no further derivations are possible.
Example 5.4 In Figure 14, the coinductive derivation tree for the goal
btree(tree(X,X,R)) is shown on the left. The open leaf on the low-
est level to the left is btree(X) with the tree templates with the goals
tree(empty) and tree(L1, B1, R1). Therefore the distinct mgu’s are {X/empty}
and {X/tree(L1, B1, R1)}. They yield different derivation trees after expansion. The
one for {X/empty} is depicted in the middle of Figure 14. Note that for this tree no
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btree(tree(X,X,R))
btree(X) bit(X) btree(R)
→
→
btree(tree(empty,empty,R))
btree(empty)
✷
bit(empty) btree(R) →
→
btree(tree(empty,empty,empty))
btree(empty)
✷
bit(empty) btree(empty)
✷
Fig. 14. A coinductive derivation for the goal btree(tree(X,X,R)). Parallel expansion of nodes in a coin-
ductive tree does not lead to unsound substitutions.
expansion was needed as no nodes with open lists have new term matching goals.
Compacting and pruning coinductive trees. To minimise the amount
of used memory and to avoid unnecessary copying of nodes, the implementation
contains various mechanisms to remove nodes from the trees in the internal data
structures – these nodes are guaranteed to be irrelevant for further derivations
and to determine whether the tree contains a success subtree. For each found
mgu for the selected open node, a distinct copy of the coinductive tree is created
and the unifier applied, afterwards this new tree is expanded. Multiple generated
coinductive trees represent different branches in the coinductive derivation process.
If only one branch is needed, the original tree is reused to avoid an unnecessary copy,
and the substitution is applied directly to it – this speeds up non branching clauses.
During the copy process, trees are pruned by removing success and non-succeeding
subtrees. Also, chains of single or-nodes are shortened by removing intermediate
and-nodes with empty open leaves. These optimisations correspond to the trimming
of stack frames (e.g. tail call optimisation) – a technique employed in PROLOG.
Ordering of solutions. Due to the nature of pre-emptive threading, CPU
cores working at different speeds, memory access having varying latencies, and
trees requiring different computational effort; the order of returned trees in the
work queue is not deterministic and, therefore, it will change if more than one
worker thread is involved. Using the substitution length of all the substitutions
in the derivation chain as priority ranking, we gain an enumeration order even for
a potentially infinite lazy derivation processes and the implementation can report
solutions in this order.
Example 5.5 While an infinite number of coinductive trees can in principle be
produced for the goal btree(X), the algorithm returns the solutions for the first five
success trees in finite time in the following order:
btree(empty) with X/empty
btree(tree(empty, 0, empty)) with X/tree(L1,B1,R1), L1/empty, B1/0, R1/empty.
btree(tree(empty, 1, empty)) with X/tree(L1,B1,R1), L1/empty, B1/1, R1/empty.
btree(tree(tree(empty, 0, empty), 0, empty)) with X/tree(L1,B1,R1),
L1/tree(L2,B2,R2), L2/empty, B2/0, R2/empty, B1/0, R1/empty.
btree(tree(empty, 0, tree(empty, 0, empty))) with X/tree(L1,B1,R1), L1/empty,
B1/0, R1/tree(L2,B2,R2), L2/empty, B2/0, R2/empty.
This is implemented by buffering success trees in a priority queue. If it is deter-
mined that the work queue and all workers only hold derivation trees with the same
or higher number of derivation steps, the solutions up to that number are returned
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Fig. 15. Left. Speedup of the derivation of answers for the query btree(X), relative to the base case with 1
worker thread, in the BinaryTree program for different parameters. Right. Comparison of the time needed
to produce answers with different worker threads.
from the solution queue. If the work queue is empty and all worker threads are
idling, then all the solutions in the queue are returned and the program exits. Note
that the program may continue (co)recursively for indefinitely long.
A PROLOG-like system with deterministic depth-search would
produce solutions btree(empty), btree(tree(empty,0,empty)),
btree(tree(empty,0,tree(empty,0,empty))), but not e.g.
btree(tree(empty,1,empty)). Thereby, it does not generate the same set
of solutions even if run indefinitely, and does not discover some of the solutions
that CoALP does for the BinaryTree program.
5.3 Case Study: Binary Tree
Let us show the benefits of using parallelism to derive answers for the BinaryTree
program. We focus on deriving different possibilities for substitution in the variable
X in the query btree(X).
Figure 15 shows the speedup when computing different amount of answers for
the query btree(X) using different parameters. First of all, we can notice the great
benefit of increasing the number of threads to derive answers when the parallel
expansion option is not used; in particular, the maximum speedup is 4.23. The
reason for these good results is simple: the main execution distributes the derivation
of different solutions across all the available threads; and as each derivation is
independent from the others, they can be run simultaneously. On the contrary,
the number of expand threads that are used does not impact the performance of
our implementation (the maximum speedup is 4.55 that is not too different from
the maximum speedup obtained without expand threads).
Note also the considerable difference in the runtime that is necessary to generate
2000 solutions instead of 1000 solutions – a situation that does not happen in the rest
of the cases. This is due to the fact that the generation of 1000 solutions requires at
most 6 derivation steps; on the contrary, the generation of 2000 solutions requires,
in some cases, 7 steps. Table 1 shows that there is a considerable difference to
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n∑
i=1
2n−1 (2n−2)!
n!(n−1)!
solutions 1 +
n∑
i=1
2n−1 (2n−2)!
n!(n−1)!
solutions
n = 2 28ms 111ms
n = 3 178ms 635ms
n = 4 1.18s 4.68s
n = 5 8.92s 38.83s
Table 1
Difference of time when generating all the solutions that require at most n steps and when generating all
the solutions requiring at most n derivation steps plus one solution that requires n+ 1 steps.
generate all the solutions requiring at most n derivation steps (2n−1 (2n−2)!n!(n−1)! and
n∑
i=1
2n−1 (2n−2)!n!(n−1)! are the number of solutions that require respectively n and at most
n derivation steps) and the generation of all the solutions requiring at most n
derivation steps plus one solution that requires n+ 1 steps – the time increases up
to 4 times.
As a final remark, we can compare the runtime that we obtain here with the
Datalog results in Subsection 3.4. First-order implementation derives answers faster
using the BinaryTree program than ground implementation does using the BTG
programs. E.g. the first-order derivation method with the best configuration obtains
2000 solutions in 9s whereas it takes at least 65s in the BTG case. The lack of
variables and references in the ground case means a more intense processing and
use of memory space. The first-order version has fewer rules than the ground case,
which makes the use of CPU caches more efficient.
This result is a good indication that the fibrational coalgebraic approach to
first-order parallelism can be viable and efficient.
6 Conclusions
We have presented a novel implementation of CoALP, featuring two levels of paral-
lelism: on the level of coinductive trees and on the level of coinductive derivations.
We have traced carefully how the concepts undergo their transformation, from ab-
stract coalgebraic semantics to logic algorithm and then to implementation. By
doing this, we have exposed the constrictive component of the coalgebraic seman-
tics [16, 17]. The concepts of coinductive trees and coinductive derivations arising
from the semantics allow for many approaches of exploiting parallelism. These have
been shown to provide practical speedup in our experimental implementation. Many
improvements are planned to the current implementation, in particular, fine-tuning
and-parallel tree transitions and memorisation. In the current stage of implementa-
tion, no memorisation of tree derivations is done. Much like in PROLOG systems,
this however would save doing the same work multiple times by different workers. A
first step to minimise this would be to share subtree structures created during and-
parallel derivations. Also, expansion of goals can be cached for each clause making
clause-tree templates not clause, but goal specific. Furthermore, mgu’s from open
nodes could be processed all at once instead of one at a time to reduce created
copies of trees by finding compatible mgu’s and applying them at same time. More
sophisticated tabling algorithms to memorise computations for each clause can also
be added. Another project is to apply CoALP to type inference, similar to [2].
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A Generation of balanced and unbalanced trees
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BTA
Input: Number of iterations n
bits = {0,1}
trees = {tree(empty,0,empty), tree(empty,1,empty)}
new_trees = {}
result = {empty,tree(empty,0,empty), tree(empty,1,empty)}
i = 0
while (i < n)
for each t1 in trees
for each t2 in trees
for each b in bits
new_trees = new_trees ∪ {tree(t1,b,t2)}
end for
end for
end for
i = i + 1
result = result ∪ new_trees
trees = new_trees
new_trees={}
end while
return result
Fig. A.1. The BTA algorithm generating balanced trees.
UTA
Input: Number of iterations n
bits = {0,1}
trees = {empty, tree(empty,0,empty), tree(empty,1,empty)}
new_trees = {}
i = 0
while (i < n)
for each t1 in trees
for each t2 in trees
for each b in bits
new_trees = new_trees ∪ {tree(t1,b,t2)}
end for
end for
end for
i = i + 1
trees = trees ∪ new_trees
new_trees={}
end while
return trees
Fig. A.2. The UTA algorithm generating unbalanced trees.
B Execution time of the different programs
In this section, we show the runtime of the different programs that have appeared
through the text.
The execution time of the Datalog programs (see end of Section 3.3 and Figure 5
is given in Table B.1.
Table B.2 shows the runtime of different versions of the BTG program generated
with the BTA algorithm using different parameters (see Section 3.4); and, Figure B.1
shows how the time is reduced when increasing the number of threads. As can be
seen from these results, the and-or derivation trees are generated faster when the
parallel expansion option is activated; namely, the slowest execution using parallel
expansion is faster than the fastest execution without using it. If we compare the
slowest execution without using parallel expand with the fastest execution using
this option, the runtime is reduced up to 75%. Moreover, it is worth mentioning
that in case the parallel expansion option is not used, increasing the number of
threads does not significantly speed up the execution time (time is reduced only
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❳
❳
❳
❳
❳
❳
❳
❳
❳
❳
❳
Program
Threads
1 2 3 4 5 6
datalog 1 8s 6s 4s 3s 3s 3s
100% 75% 50% 37% 37% 37%
datalog 2 3s 2s 2s 1s 1s 1s
100% 66% 66% 33% 33% 33%
datalog 3 50s 31s 23s 19s 16s 14s
100% 62% 46% 38% 32% 28%
datalog 4 71s 44s 32s 26s 23s 20s
100% 61% 45% 36% 32% 28%
datalog 5 54s 33s 23s 19s 17s 14s
100% 61% 42% 35% 31% 25%
datalog 6 53s 32s 23s 18s 16s 14s
100% 60% 43% 33% 30% 26%
Table B.1
Runtime of Datalog programs with different number of threads expanding the derivation tree.
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Fig. B.1. Reduction percentages relative to the 1 thread case on the BTGB(X) program. Left. Reduction
relative to 1 thread. Right. Reduction relative to 1 expand thread.
up to 15%); on the contrary, using the parallel expansion option and increasing the
number of expansion threads considerably reduces the runtime (up to 50%).
As can be noticed in Figure B.1, the execution time are greatly reduced when
using 3 threads instead of 2, but the reduction is smaller every time we add a new
thread. This can be attributed to the fact that multiple threads have to compete
for a limited amount of computing resources such as memory.
Table B.3 shows the runtime of different versions of the BTG program generated
with the UTA algorithm using different parameters (see Section 3.4); and, Figure B.2
shows how the time is reduced when increasing the number of threads.
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❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤❤
Program
Threads
1 2 3 4 5 6
BTGB(200) 8 8 8 8 7 7
BTGB(400) 65 60 58 56 55 55
BTGB(600) 212 193 185 180 178 176
BTGB(800) 444 406 387 374 370 366
BTGB(1000) 760 685 655 638 633 625
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤❤
Program
E. threads
1 2 3 4 5 6
BTGB(200) 5 4 3 3 3 3
BTGB(400) 32 27 21 19 18 17
BTGB(600) 100 90 68 61 57 52
BTGB(800) 204 187 141 128 118 108
BTGB(1000) 346 321 242 217 200 184
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
·104
0
200
400
600
800
number of leaves
ti
m
e
1 thread
6 threads
1 expand thread
6 expand threads
Table B.2
Runtime (in seconds) of different versions of BTG program with different parameters – the value of X in
BTGB(X) indicates the number of clauses. Left. Top. Runtime using different number of threads. Left.
Bottom. Runtime using different number of expansion threads. Right. Comparison of the time of the
slowest and fastest executions using threads and expand threads regarding the number of leaves. The
query for all the programs is btree(X) and the runtime indicate the time (in seconds) needed to obtain all
the possible answers.
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤❤
Program
Threads
1 2 3 4 5 6
BTGU (500) 5 4 4 4 4 4
BTGU (1000) 18 17 16 15 15 15
BTGU (1500) 50 44 42 40 40 39
BTGU (2000) 104 91 86 83 82 81
BTGU (2500) 196 173 163 158 155 154
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤❤
Program
E. threads
1 2 3 4 5 6
BTGU (500) 4 4 4 4 4 4
BTGU (1000) 14 14 14 14 14 14
BTGU (1500) 36 36 34 34 34 34
BTGU (2000) 72 71 65 65 65 65
BTGU (2500) 130 128 112 111 110 110
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
·104
0
50
100
150
200
number of leaves
ti
m
e
1 thread
6 threads
1 expand thread
6 expand threads
Table B.3
Runtime (in seconds) of different versions of BTG program with different parameters – the value of X in
BTGU (X) indicates the number of clauses. Left. Top. Runtime using different number of threads Left.
Bottom. Runtime using different number of expansion threads. Right. Comparison of the time of the
slowest and fastest executions using threads and expand threads regarding the number of leaves. The
query for all the programs is btree(X) and the runtime indicate the time needed to obtain all the possible
answers.
The runtime and the reduction percentages for Example 4.16 are shown respec-
tively in Table B.4 and Figure B.3.
The runtime to derive different number of answers for the BTG program using
different parameters is shown in Figure B.5
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Fig. B.2. Reduction percentages relative to the 1 thread case on the BTGU (X) program. Left. Reduction
relative to 1 thread. Right. Reduction relative to 1 expand thread.
❳
❳
❳
❳
❳
❳
i
Threads
1 2 3 4 5 6
ttree(s11(0)) 3.7 3.3 3.1 3.1 3.0 3.1
ttree(s12(0)) 11.7 10.6 10.0 9.9 9.7 9.6
ttree(s13(0)) 37.1 33.6 31.6 30.9 30.2 30.1
ttree(s14(0)) 96.6 83.4 78.4 76.8 74.4 73.7
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵
❵❵
i
E. threads
1 2 3 4 5 6
ttree(s11(0)) 2.2 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.7
ttree(s12(0)) 5.2 4.2 3.9 3.5 3.3 3.2
ttree(s13(0)) 15.7 11.2 10.1 9.1 8.4 8.2
ttree(s14(0)) 40.3 31.5 29.8 26.0 24.2 23.7
11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14
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6 expand threads
Table B.4
Runtime (in seconds) of the construction of the coinductive tree of ttree(si(0)) for different values of i
and different parameters. Left. Top. Runtime using different number of threads Left. Bottom.
Runtime using different number of expansion threads. Right. Comparison of the time of the slowest and
fastest executions using threads and expand threads.
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Fig. B.3. Reduction percentages relative to the 1 thread case on the construction of the coinductive tree
for different ttree(si(0)) in the Ttree program. Left. Reduction relative to 1 thread. Right. Reduction
relative to 1 expand thread.
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❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤❤
solutions
Threads
1 2 3 4 5 6
1000 7.3 3.9 3.1 2.3 2 1.8
2000 44.2 23.2 18.2 14 11.6 10.6
3000 45.5 26.5 18.8 14.7 13.2 11.3
4000 47.5 27.2 21.1 17.3 15.6 12.9
5000 48.8 33.2 24.5 21.8 18.3 13.3
6000 59.2 33.6 25.4 20.1 18.2 14.3
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤
❤❤
solutions
E. threads
1 2 3 4 5 6
1000 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.73
2000 9.5 9.4 10 9.3 9.4 9.3
3000 10.6 10.4 10.5 10.6 10.6 10.5
4000 12.2 11 11.3 12.2 12.3 11
5000 12.7 12.6 12.8 13 13 12.2
6000 13.3 13 14.6 14.7 13.1 15
Table B.5
Runtime to derive different number of answers for the BTG program using different parameters.
C Proofs
Proof. [Lemma 3.10] Let P be a ground logic program and let G =← A be an
atomic ground goal. Let T be the and-or parallel tree for P and G by definition 3.4.
Let T ′ be the tree for P and G constructed by definition 3.1. Since there are no
variables within the goal or program every mgu’s found for the unification of two
terms must be the empty set of substitutions.
The root of T and T ′ is both the and-node with atom G by their respective
definitions. Given an and-node with atom A in T and the corresponding and-node
with atom A in T ′ then there are exactlym > 0 distinct clauses C1, . . . , Cm in P with
A = Biθi = . . . = B
mθm = B
i = . . . = Bm by definition 3.4 and since the mgu’s can
contain no substitutions. For every such clause Ci = Bi ← B
i
1, . . . , B
i
n the and-node
A in T therefore contains an child or-node with the child and-nodes Bi1, . . . , B
i
n by
definition 3.4. The clause-tree for Ci contains the or-node with children and-nodes
Bi1, . . . , B
i
n by definition 3.7. A in T
′ is by construction either the root and-node or
a copy of an and-node from a clause trsee. If A in T ′ is the root node it would have
contained by construction 3.1 a reference in the open list to all the corresponding
clause trees for C1, . . . , Cm since all are unifiable clause trees and are referenced by
construction. If it is not the root node then A in T ′ is the copy of an and-node
from a clause tree which by definition of a clause tree contains a reference in the
open list to all the unifiable clause trees. Since the correspond mgu’s can contain
no substitutions these exactly correspond again to C1, . . . , Cm. By construction
3.1 all these references to C1, . . . , Cm have been removed from the open list of the
and-node A in T ′ and for the reference to the clause tree Ci an or-node with child
and-nodes Bi1, . . . , B
i
n has been added. Thereby both A and A
′ contain the same
or-node children with and-node children Bi1, . . . , B
i
n. ✷
Proof. [Lemma 4.15] Let P be a ground logic program and let G =← A be an
atomic goal. Let T be the coinductive tree for P and G by definition 4.9. Let T ′ be
the tree for P and G constructed by definition 4.1.
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The root of T and T ′ is both the and-node with atom G by their respective
definitions. Given an and-node with atom A in T and the corresponding and-node
with atom A in T ′ then there are exactly m > 0 distinct clauses C1, . . . , Cm in P (a
clause Ci has the form Bi ← B
i
1, . . . , B
i
ni , for some ni) such that A = B1θ1 = ... =
Bmθm, for mgus θ1, . . . , θm, by definition 4.9. For every such clause Ci the and-
node A in T contains an child or-node with the child and-nodes Bi1θi, . . . , B
i
niθi by
definition 4.9. The clause-tree for Ci contains the or-node with children and-nodes
Bi, . . . , B
i
n by definition 3.7. A in T
′ is by construction either the root and-node or
a copy of an and-node from a clause tree with possible substitutions θa applied. If
A in T ′ is the root node it would have contained by construction 4.1 a reference in
the open list to at least all the clause trees for C1, . . . , Cm with matching root node
since these are a subset of the unifiable clause trees root nodes. If it is not the root
node then A in T ′ is the copy of an and-node from a clause tree with possibly some
substitutions θa applied. Lets denote this original node atom by A
∗ with A = A∗θa.
By definition of a clause tree the node for A∗ contains a reference in the open list to
all the unifiable clause trees roots. Since C1, . . . , Cm are matching A they are also
unifiable with A and therefore also unfiable with A∗. Therefore, they are included
in the open list references for A and A∗. By construction 4.1 all these references
have been removed from the open list and for the referenced clause tree roots that
match have been added to the tree. Since references to C1, . . . , Cm are contained in
the open lists and are exactly the matching ones for each clause tree Ci an or-node
with child and-nodes Bi1, . . . , B
i
n has been added with the mgu θi applied which
then resulted in the and-nodes Bi1θi, . . . , B
i
niθi. Thereby both A and A
′ contain the
same or-node children with and-node children Bi1θi, . . . , B
i
niθi.
✷
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